
Commercial@GreenHarvestHydroponics.com

No matter where you are in the process of planning, building, or

operating a commercial cultivation facility, Green Harvest Hydroponics

can help! We have a worked with dozens of established commercial

facilities and thousands of home growers each with of their own goals,

restrictions, and budgets in mind. 

 

 

New England has many different growing conditions with six states and

varying laws. We have first hand experience with  local policy and have

developed key relationships to keep you on track and your project

moving forward. As a company who started and paved the way for New

England cultivation, we know what it takes to bring a project from

application to completion.  

  

 

Unlike other companies, we are built on a long history of horticulture.

We have saved cultivators millions of dollars. Simply not knowing small

variables of cultivation and work flow can lead to added labor cost,

wasted resources, and worst of all, loss of valuable product. 

WHY GREEN HARVEST?
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LIGHTING LAYOUTS

It all starts with light. The heart of your facility comes from above. In a

saturated market of lighting it can be very difficult to find the best

solution for your facility. It's a decision where saving $5,000 can cost

$100,000 in lost production in the first year!

With Green Harvest, you get

customized lighting layouts to

optimize uniformity and

increase photosynthesis. All

designed for your specific

layout and cultivation

techniques.

Lighting cost can account for as much as 30% of a facilities total operating

cost. Finding the right lighting solution increases production, lowers

operating cost and creates high margins in an industry that is becoming

more and more competitive. Ask Green Harvest how you can start your

lighting layouts today!   
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DROP SHIPPING

 Logistics can be very demanding and plants do not wait for anyone. Your

staff will need the products on hand to get the job done. We offer drop ship

services to get you the products you need when you need them.  

 

Not only do we have special programs set up with the largest distributors,

our personal connection with manufacturers means that we have first hand

access to products to keep you on schedule and under budget.
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CONSULTING 

Do you have overlying issues you just can't seem to resolve? Do you need a

second opinion on large developments to your facility? We are here to help. 

 

We will take a systematic approach to finding the cause of any problems you

may be having and work towards the best solution with the intent to keep

your lights on, and your doors open. Whether it be lighting, environment,

nutrients, or disease, we will not only fix your issues but provide procedures

to stop future problems from occurring.     
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OPERATION MANUALS 

Many people are interested in opening a Commercial Cultivation facility,

but not everyone is familiar with the process from start to finish. This is

where our "Operating Manuals" can help. 

We will make a custom program

designed around your unique

requirements. If you have certain

plant limitations or need to meet

certain product testing standards,

we have a plan for you. 

Not sure what a facility may cost to build or run? Have question on

time frame for recouping cost? With our Manuals we provide accurate

projections of both fixed and variable cost to simplify financing.

Coupled with yield and revenue estimates so you have piece of mind

on your investment. 


